Name________________________

Imperialism Review

Directions: Use the word bank to complete each statement.
1. The ___________________________ occurred because the British didn’t respect
Indian culture or religious beliefs.
2. The ___________________________ sparked the need for raw materials and markets
for finished products.
3. In the __________________________ the British fought the Dutch for control of
South Africa.
4. At the __________________________ European powers decided on the rules for
colonizing Africa.
5. The __________________________ in India and the Boxer Rebellion in China both
attempted to rid their countries of foreign rule.
6. China and Japan chose not have contact with other cultures because they believed their
culture was superior to all others. This feeling is called __________________________.
7. As a result of the Sepoy Mutiny, India became a ________________________ of
Britain.
8. Japan opened trade with America, ending 200 years of isolation, after a visit by
___________________________.
9. In order to fight off Western powers, the Japanese decided they must
____________________________.
10. Positive effects of imperialism on India and Africa were the Europeans
___________________________ and ___________________________.
11. Imperial control is most strict in a ___________________________.
12. China was carved into ___________________________, which means the European
nation would have exclusive trading rights in that one area.
13. Japan and other European countries imperialized because they needed to acquire
_______________________.
14. Negative effects of imperialism were the Europeans destroyed local industries and
__________________________.

15. Most of the Indian population is of the ____________________________ religion.
Religious beliefs included the caste system and reincarnation.
16. Demand for raw materials, the desire to spread western culture, and the desire to
expand an empire were all motives for _________________________.
17. After they modernized, Japan began to imperialize because they lacked
___________________________.
18. Before the 1800s, China and Japan had seen Westerners as barbarians so the two
countries wanted to remain ___________________________.
19. The time period of modernization of Japan into a powerful imperialist and industrial
nation is known as the __________________________.
20. The natives of India were unable to fight off _________________________ because
they lacked modern military technology.
21. Europeans were able to take control of ___________________________ because
they had superior military technology and the ruling dynasty was in decline.
22. According to the Europeans, it is their duty and obligation to civilize the natives and
spread their superior culture. This belief is known as the _______________________.
23. The grabbing of colonies in Africa by European nations was known as the
___________________________.
24. The ___________________________, often compared to the Sepoy Mutiny, was an
attempt to rid a country of foreign rule.
25. Western nations often used the theory of ________________________________ to
justify imperialism by saying that the stronger nations will survive and the weaker ones will
be taken over.
26. During the time period known as ___________________________, Japan was
isolated and had very little technology.
27. The motives for colonization in the 1500s were _____________________________.
28. Because of discontent and hunger in China, the ____________________________
occurred.
29. ___________________________ went to the new worlds to spread Christianity.
This was a ____________________________ cause of imperialism.
30. ___________________________ established China as a republic in 1911.

31. After the Opium War, China had to give Britain ______________________________.
This area was returned to the Chinese in 2000.
32. A ___________________________ is a type of imperial control in which local rulers
remain in place as long as they accept the advice of the European powers.
33. The name Meiji means _______________________________.
34. The Opium War ended with the ____________________________, the first of a
series of unequal treaties that China was forced to sign.
35. The _____________________________ officially opened Japanese ports to foreign
trade.

Word Banks

Numbers 1-12

Numbers 13-26

Numbers 27-35

ethnocentrism

Hindu

social

Industrial Revolution

imperialism

Hong Kong

Sepoy Rebellion

Britian

enlightened rule

Sepoy Mutiny

native culture

Taiping Rebellion

modernize

China

sphere of influence

Meiji Restoration

gold, God & glory

built hospitals

natural resources

Sun Yetsen

Berlin Conference

raw materials

protectorate

colony

Scramble for Africa

missionaries

colony

social Darwinism

Treaty of Nanjing

Boer War

Tokagawa

Matthew Perry

isolated

improved transportation

White Man’s Burden
Boxer Rebellion

Treaty of Kanagawa

